PaCE meets CTO

The Institute for Chemical Technology of Organic Materials invites the Polymer & Composites Engineering Group to a scientific meet and greet.

Date: 01st of February 2024

Concept and schedule:

Arrival JKU Tram Station: 09:16

09:20  Short Campus Tour (Felix Leibetseder)
09:40  Arrival at the Institute – Coffee and Snacks
10:00  Felix Leibetseder - General Information - 10 min
10:10  Prof. Paulik / Prof. Bismarck - Presentation of the institutes- 10 -15 Min. each.
       Focus: Showcase the institute's expertise, instrumental capabilities, current research effort, and future visions.
10:45  Getting to know each other – short introduction of the participants – 10-15 min
11:00  Institute tour by CTO - Master students - 30 min
11:30  Lunch – Sausages, (Soft-)Drinks and Snacks
12:30  Lectures of the PhD Students (3-4 Presentations / 10+5)
       Focus: Short Topic overview and Motivation – Current research questions – Current hurdles and problems – solution-oriented discussions
14:00  Coffee break
14:15  Lectures of the PhD Students (4-6 Presentations / 10+5)
       Focus: Short Topic overview and Motivation – Current research questions – Current hurdles and problems – solution-oriented discussions
15:45p PhD - Privatissimum – Problem solving
       Focus: Discussion of current research problems. Time for bilateral project discussions and cooperation.
15:45p Prof - Privatissimum – Problem solving
       Focus: Discussion of research plans and future projects – cooperation possibilities.
17:00  Transfer to „Liesl“ - Linzer Brauerei (Tram and/or Bus)
18:00  Beer Tasting and Dinner